Technological improvements for whole cell cryo-ET of respiratory syncytial virus infected cells
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Respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) is a common respiratory virus that causes over 235,000 hospitalizations in the US each year [1, 2]. There are currently no approved treatments or vaccines. RSV virions are enveloped filamentous virions that are highly pleomorphic, but generally range in length from 1-4 µm with a diameter of ~130 nm [3]. The RSV matrix protein (M) has been crystallized as both a monomer and a dimer and experiments have shown that dimerization is required to assemble filamentous virions [4, 5]. However, the organization of matrix within the virion has not been determined. The structure and organization matrix proteins or matrix protein equivalents of other paramyxoviruses has been solved by cryo-EM, cryo-ET, and sub-tomogram averaging [6-8].

Previously, we reported our observation of a lattice-like density in the M-protein layer from cryo-ET of RSV virions. Using sub-tomogram averaging, we were able to further resolve the structure of RSV M (Fig. 1). The lattice is helical-like in nature, with a helical angle of ~45° relative to the long axis of the virus. The densities in the lattice have a center-center spacing of approximately 5.2 nm and 6.4 nm. This spacing is consistent with each subunit containing an M dimer. The average presented here includes particles from a range of virion diameters and local membrane curvature. Work is ongoing to determine the effect of local curvature on lattice spacing.

Using whole-cell cryo-ET to study RSV or other viruses requires a sufficiently low cell density to provide open areas on the foil for imaging of the cell periphery or released virions and to prevent the formation of overly thick ice while plunge freezing. The cell distribution across the grid is often uneven with many cells on grid bars or clustered together making them unsuitable for tomography. Additionally, only a subset of cells are infected and actively producing virus, further reducing the number of potential targets per grid. For our RSV studies we use a recombinant RSV strain that expresses a fluorescent protein in actively replicating cells. Correlative light- and electron- microscopy (CLEM) is useful for rapidly identifying and locating potential regions of interest on the grid during cryo-EM [9]. However, this does not increase the number of potential targets per-grid.

To further optimize our whole-cell tomography workflows, we began micropatterning TEM grids to direct cell growth and positioning on the grids [10-12]. Briefly, an anti-fouling layer is deposited on the grid and subsequently ablated in targeted areas using a UV-laser based micropatterning system. An extra-cellular matrix (ECM) protein is then deposited onto the grid that will adhere only to the patterned areas. During cell seeding the cells preferentially adhere to and grow along the areas of ECM. This results in more even cell distribution across the grid and allows for the positioning of cells within certain areas, such as the center of the grid square. BEAS-2B human airway epithelial cells. (Fig. 2), HeLa cells, and other cell types grown on patterned grids are susceptible to RSV infection and suitable for cryo-ET. Future work will focus on extending the technological capabilities of micropatterning for a range of cryo-ET studies of RSV-infected cells, with the patterning making a direct contribution. For example, patterning will support coordinated cryo-CLEM studies that include cryo-FLM, cryo-FIB-SEM, and cryo-ET data collection and analysis [13].
**Figure 1.** Subtomogram averaging of RSV matrix (M). Micropatterned TEM grid with RSV infected BEAS-2B cells. A) Fluorescently conjugated fibrinogen on a patterned TEM grid (bleed-through from cells in B is visible in some areas). B) Fluorescent image of cells grown on a micropatterned grid and expressing mKate2 from infection with RSV A2-mK+. C) Low mag TEM map of grid in A and B. A,B,C are roughly correlated in scale and position; the center of each grid is marked with a star. Scale bars are 500 μm. Fluorescent images are pseudocolored. D) TEM montage of infected cell on patterned grid square. Scale bar is 5 μm. E) Projection of slices (7nm thick) from tomogram of RSV taken on micropatterned grid. Scale bar is 100 nm. A) Projection of slices (7nm thick) from tomogram of RSV virion. Densities from multiple components are highlighted with colors near the bottom left: red - F; green - membrane; cyan - M; purple - M2-1; pink - nucleocapsid. Matrix is also indicated with an arrow. B) X,Z slice of the electron density map from subtomogram averaging of RSV M. Viral membrane is on top and matrix is the layer underneath. C) Isosurface projection from map in B. D) X,Y slice from the matrix layer of the map in B. E) Isosurface projection from map in B with the matrix layer facing the viewer. B,C,D,E have been lowpass filtered to 30 Å. Scale bar in A is 50 nm; scale bar in B,C,D,E is 5 nm.
Figure 2. Micropatterned TEM grid with RSV infected BEAS-2B cells. A) Fluorescently conjugated fibrinogen on a patterned TEM grid (bleed-through from cells in B is visible in some areas). B) Fluorescent image of cells grown on a micropatterned grid and expressing mKate2 from infection with RSV A2-mK+. C) Low mag TEM map of grid in A and B. A,B,C are roughly correlated in scale and position; the center of each grid is marked with a star. Scale bars are 500 μm. Fluorescent images are pseudocolored. D) TEM montage of infected cell on patterned grid square. Scale bar is 5 μm. E) Projection of slices (7nm thick) from tomogram of RSV taken on micropatterned grid. Scale bar is 100 nm.
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